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Copyright Notice
Copyright © 2011-2015

All Rights Reserved

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form or by any means, mechanical or electronic,
including photocopying and recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval
permission

from

system, without express written

Knitting

Color

and

or

our

legal

representatives.
To purchase additional copies or this material or request
permission, contact:
admin@knittingtofit.com

Legal Notices
While all attempts have been made to verify information
provided in this publication, Knitting Color, does not assume
any

responsibility

for

errors,

omissions,

or

contrary

interpretation of the subject matter herein.
This publication is intended to provide information about
how to begin to combine colors and textures and tools to
improve your color skills.
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reader
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assumes

responsibility for the use of these materials and information.
Adherence to all applicable copyright laws and regulations in
the United States or any other jurisdiction is the sole
responsibility of the purchaser or reader.

The authors

and/or instructors of Knitting Color assume no responsibility
or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or
reader of these materials.
Any perceived slights of specific individuals or organizations
are unintentional.
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KNITTING WITH COLOR!
and a touch of texture
Foreword from Marjorie J McDonald
We would like to THANK YOU for your interest in finding
ways to begin to combine color and texture in your knitting…

In our KNITTING WITH COLOR! and a touch of texture, we
teach several ways to help you accelerate your search for what
type of color combinations you prefer and show you how to get
started. You see, when it comes to color, it is all about the
relationship you are creating with your color and texture
combinations.
If you’d like to find out more about color combining and the
other key ideas and tools that can help you realize your dream
to become a color combiner, you can find that information in
this material.
It is this ‘inside’ information that we want to share with you
here in this KNITTING WITH COLOR! and a touch of texture,
we have parted the curtains to bring you the inside scoop on
this multi-billion dollar industry of using color and texture in
knitting, to give you a complete understanding in a step by
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step process of how to start and sustain your ability to
combine colors and textures in your knits.
Whether you are just starting out in knitting or you are a
seasoned knitter, the KNITTING WITH COLOR! and a touch of
texture

brings

the

latest

information,

strategies,

and

techniques that can either get you started in combining colors
and textures in your knits or take your color and texture
combinations to the next level!
Congratulations on taking this first step by getting this book
about KNITTING WITH COLOR! and a touch of texture. This
is the key to tapping into the System on how you are going
to learn to combine color or improve your color skills.
We are looking forward to taking you to the next level and
teaching you step by step.
Best Success,

Marjorie J McDonald
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Introduction to Colors and Textures
As knitwear designers and fiber artists, we often hear, “I
LOVE how you used colors and/or textures in that scarf or
shawl or wrap or sweater, but could never do it myself.”
Well, today we are going to share with you some insider tips
and skills so that you really CAN do it yourself.
So, let’s get started!

Color Resources
To first help you increase your abilities to put yarn colors
together, there is an online exercise that will help you
identify how well you actually SEE color. It can be found at
http://www.xrite.com/custom_page.aspx?PageID=77
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x-rite Online Color Challenge-FM100 Hue Test

Here you will see four different bars of colors. The idea is to
put each bar in order, moving from one color group to
another. This will help make you aware of how you see
color. If there is a hue that is hard for you to differentiate,
this only means that you must be more watchful and alert
when putting colors in this hue together.
Now, we are now going to take a look at two other webbased color resources that will help you create fabulous color
schemes. They are often used by people who design
websites. However, they are also great tools for knitters
learning how to combine colors and textures for scarves,
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wraps and sweaters because they provide color theory and a
lot of color inspiration.
Color Scheme Designer
http://colorschemedesigner.com/

With this tool, you can put colors together based on your
color selection and immediately see how these colors work
together.
1. Select a color of yarn that you may have on hand from
the color wheel on the left hand side of your screen.
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2. You will immediately have the opportunity to see
various color combinations that are harmonious with
this yarn.
3. As you hover your cursor over the white circles above
the wheel and click, you will see various color
combinations.
EXAMPLE: Once we have discovered that combination, here
is what it looks like using actual yarn.

The Brickery Sassy Wrap/Scarf was designed using this
selection of yarn and the Color Scheme Designer tool
described above.
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Colors on the Web
http://colorsontheweb.com/
Colors on the Web is also a tool for web designers, but is
again very valuable to knitters who may be looking for color
ideas and/or suggestions as well as inspiration.

There are several ways in which you can use this site.
Color Names
http://colorsontheweb.com/colornames.asp
This section will help you identify the color with which you
are working. Within every color in this database, you will see
a number. That is because every color in the world is
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assigned a hexadecimal number, most commonly known as
a hex number.

Once you have found the color that is either the same or
similar to the one with which you started, highlight its hex
number, and copy it by hitting Control C on your computer
keys.
Now, scroll back up to the top of the web page, and hover
your cursor over Color Schemes in the navigation bar. Click
on Color Wizard from the drop-down menu.
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Color Wizard
http://colorsontheweb.com/colorwizard.asp

Paste the hex code number that you copied (Control V on
your computer keys) into the Enter Hex Code field. Click on
the Set button.
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This will give you the color of yarn with which you started.
You can now select from the buttons that will give you
various color combinations, any of which will give you
beautifully harmonious combinations because they are all
based on color theory.
Color Wheel
http://colorsontheweb.com/colorwheel.asp
Another way to use this website is to go to the navigation
bar, and place your cursor over Color Tools. Click on Color
Wheel in the drop-down menu.
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This is a great tool if you are just starting out and don’t have
a definite color with which you want to start or perhaps you
might be looking for random combinations.
Scroll down to the Spin the Color Wheel, and click on
Spin.

Three random colors will appear. You will then have the
ability to see how these colors work together in various
combinations. You can zero in and select which color you
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want to be more weighted in your design and which color or
colors you may want as accents.

Putting it All Together (and wrapping it up!)
We are now going to illustrate how adding, removing and
combining within a base group of yarns will give you various
effects and different results.
This base group of yarns was used in various combinations
to create the scarves that follow.
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The following yarns were selected from the base group
above to design the Santa Fe Sassy Wrap/Scarf.

Here is the completed scarf/wrap. As you can see, Santa Fe
tends the most toward orange of the three examples.

The following yarns were selected from the base group to
design Nutmeg. Here we didn’t include the oranges,
continued using the novelty eyelash and added the tri-color
boa yarn.
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This is what Nutmeg looks like completed.

And finally, these yarns were selected from the yarn basket
to design Nougat. Here, we didn’t use any orange at all,
continued using the novelty eyelash and added a soft yellow.

Here is what Nougat looks like completed.
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TIPS:
Blue hues are very easy to blend, as you can see from this
monochromatic sassy wrap/scarf.

Reds however, are more difficult to blend and need careful
differentiation to make sure that “get along” and don’t “fight
with each other.”
Helpful Hints that will Contribute to Your Success
1. Select five to seven different yarns in a variety of
colors, weights, plys and textures:
 Novelties
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 Chunky, nubby or “lumpy bumpy”
 Eyelash
2. Always try to include several thin yarns that can be
combined with each other in various ways, for example,
ladder ribbon, carry alongs, etc.
3. Yarns can be found in a variety of places:
 Local Yarn Shop
 Online
 Local Guild stash sales
4. Use size 11 or 13 circular needles.
5. To create smooth transitions, for example – purple to
pink, first knit with purple yarn, then a combination of
purple and pink and then continue knitting with the
pink.
6. To achieve balance, begin and end your scarf, wrap or
sweater with similar, if not the same yarn. Before you
begin, it is beneficial to lay out your colors in the order
in which you want to knit them for at least the first few
rows.
7. You will be knitting your scarf or wrap lengthwise –
from side to side – rather than top to bottom. Cast on
175 to 200 stitches depending on how long you want
your wrap or scarf. Knit for three to four inches,
depending on how wide you want it. For a wrap, begin
with 30 – 35 stitches, increasing one stitch at the
beginning and end of each row until you reach the
desired height and width.
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8. The eye likes repetition, but does not like EXACT
repetition. So vary the distances between colors so that
the eye does not get “stuck” in the pattern.
9. Leave about a 12-15” tail if you want your item to be
fringed. Otherwise, you can weave in the ends.
10. Experiment, and close your wrap, scarf or shawl with
a chopstick, scarf pin or perhaps a favorite antique
broach.

Layered Satisfaction
You will experience layered satisfaction when:








you have fun selecting your yarns
you enjoy knitting them up
your project is finished
you begin wearing it
you start to get multiple compliments
you decide to give what you knit as a gift
you look at it on yourself or others

By increasing your layers of satisfaction,
significantly increase the joy you experience.
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you

will

Feedback
We welcome your suggestions and feedback about additional
information on colors and/or textures you might be
interested in learning. Let us know what will help you
achieve maximum satisfaction in combining colors and
textures into individual, one-of-a-kind projects. You can go
to our website http://www.knittingcolor.com
Click on contact in the navigation bar, and let us hear from
you!

Happy Knitting
from
Marjorie
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Color Combinations Review
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In color the value of the color or hue can be changed
by adding:
Black- the value is darker and is called a shade
White- the value is lighter and is called a tint
Gray- the value varies by percent and is called a tone

Start using color by experimenting with the basics
MONOTONE: using a single neutral color such as black,
light to medium grays, beiges, taupes, and off whites. Using
this color choice gives a feeling of calm, quiet quality or a
classic understated look. This is very subtle and very
appealing for use in more expensive products. Monotones
are so subtle that some contrasting color or texture is
needed.

MONOCHROMATICS: using one color family in various
values of intensities. A monochromatic color scheme uses
only one hue (color) and many values (shades, tones or
tints) of it for a unifying and harmonious effect.
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ANALOGOUS: neighboring families on the color wheel.
Colors that are closely related or the three or four colors
that are adjacent (touch) on the color wheel. Total harmony
with analogous colors is not necessarily a good thing
because a too subtle use of color may lack impact.
Expanding the group by adding touches of another
neighboring color will get more attention. (EX: blue-purple,
purple, red-purple and red)

COMPLEMENTARY: colors directly opposite each other on
the color wheel, such as yellow and purple, red and green,
blue and orange. The red family appears redder when
contrasted with green as will orange with blue and yellow
with purple. Complementary colors balance as they are
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opposites: one warm, one cool. In their brightest intensities,
complements literally command attention so are especially
effective in packaging, advertising, point-of-purchase,
banners, sports uniforms or any other usage where
exuberant and instant attention is important. In softer or
deeper values, the effect is more subtle.

SPLIT COMPLEMENT: use of the colors on each side of a
complementary color, such as yellow, red-purple and purpleblue; red, yellow-green and blue-green; blue, orange-yellow
and red-orange; orange-yellow, blue and purple; redorange, green and blue; red-purple, yellow and green;
purple-blue, orange and yellow; blue-green, orange and red;
yellow-green, red and purple.
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COLOR TRIAD: three colors spaced an equal distance apart
on the color wheel, such as red, yellow and blue; orange,
green and purple; yellow-green, purple-blue and redorange; blue-green, red-purple and orange-yellow.

TETRADS: color harmonies based on four colors; using
every fourth color.
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Your Next Step
If you are interested in continuing to increase your color
skills, we will be offering additional video instruction about
how to use the basic color combinations, demonstrating how
to use that combination of colors, tell you what works and
what does not work. If you want to continue to learn, you
can join the monthly member area and view the details
at Color by Design by visiting http://www.colorbydesign.net
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